E-Resources Available across the MSU Campus
Services to users
 Inter Library Loan Services
 Document Delivery Service
 Referral Service to its clientele.
 Access to University Research Reports and other material.
 Access to Rare books and Special books Collection and related services
 User Orientation programme to New entrants
 Visitors from outside The M S University of Baroda
 Compilation of Bibliographies and Webliographies on demand
 Services to Visually Disabled users
 Assistance to readers in the use of Library resources
 Information service based on CD and web databases
 E-information to the User community of MSU thru e-mail
 Photocopying services
 Internet Surfing

All Society Periodicals Package IEEE (ASPP)

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

American Chemical Society

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

American Institute of Physics

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

American Physical Society

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

Annual Reviews

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

ASCE Journals Online

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

ASME Journals Online

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

Economic & Political Weekly

April 2017 to March 2018

View Journals

Emerald Univ Collection (133 titles)

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

Institute for Studies in Industrial Development (ISID)
Database

April 2017 to March 2018

--

Institute of Physics

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

JGate Plus (JCCC)

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

--

JSTOR

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

MathSciNet

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

--

Nature

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

Oxford University Press

April 2017 to March 2018

View Journals

Portland Press

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

Project Euclid Prime

April 2017 to March 2018

View Journals

Project Muse

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

Royal Society of Chemistry

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

ScienceDirect (10 Subject Collection)

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

SciFinder Scholar

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

--

SIAM

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

Springer Link

April 2017 to March 2018

View Journals

Taylor and Francis

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

Web of Science

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

--

Wiley Blackwell Publishing

Jan. 2017 to Dec. 2017

View Journals

NDL e-Resources
World e-Book Library

September 2016 to August 2017

NDL Resource

South Asia Archive (SAA)

National Licensing (Perpetual)

NDL Resource

N-List e-Resources
E-Journals (Fulltext)
American Institute of Physics (18 titles)
Annual Reviews (33 titles)
Cambridge University Press (224 titles)
Economic & Political Weekly (EPW) (1 titles)

http://www.epw.in/

Indian Journals (180+ titles)
Subject Coverage: Applied Science and Technology,
Business Economics and Management, Library Science,
Social Science

http://www.indianjournals.com/

Institute of Physics (46 titles)

http://iopscience.iop.org/

JSTOR (2500+ titles)

http://www.jstor.org/

Oxford University Press (206 titles)

http://www.oxfordjournals.org

Royal Society of Chemistry (29 titles)

http://www.rsc.org/Publishing/Journals/

http://search.ebscohost.com
H. W. Wilson (3000+ titles)
Subject coverage includes art, agriculture, applied
science, business, current events, education, general
science, humanities, law, library sciences, social sciences,
technology, and many other fields.
E-Books
Cambridge Books Online (1800 titles)

http://ebooks.cambridge.org

E-brary (125000+ titles)

http://site.ebrary.com/lib/inflibnet

EBSCoHost-Net Library (936 titles)

http://search.ebscohost.com

Hindustan Book Agency (65+ titles)

http://portal.igpublish.com/iglibrary

Institute of South East Asian Studies(ISEAS)
Books (382+ titles)

http://portal.igpublish.com/iglibrary

Oxford Scholarship (1402+ titles)

http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/

Springer eBooks (2300 titles)

http://link.springer.com.

Sage Publication eBooks (1000 titles)

http://knowledge.sagepub.com.

Taylor Francis eBooks (1800 titles)

http://www.tandfebooks.com.

Myilibrary-McGraw Hill (1124 titles)

http://lib.myilibrary.com/

E-Resources@E-Shodhsindhu - Digital Library Consortium
for Higher Education

Ful l - Text E - Resources
All Society Periodicals Package IEEE
IEEE/IET Electronic Library Online: The IEEE Xplore digital library is a powerful resource
for discovery of scientific and technical content published by the IEEE (Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers) and its publishing partners.
IEEE Xplore provides web access to more than four-million full-text documents from some
of the world's most highly-cited publications in electrical engineering, computer science,
and electronics.
The content in IEEE Xplore comprises: 195+ journals

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp

American Chemical Society
The Publications Division of the American Chemical Society provides the worldwide
scientific community with a comprehensive collection of the most-cited, peer-reviewed
journals in the chemical and related sciences. As reported in 2008 Journal Citation
Reports® by Thomson Reuters, the peer-reviewed journals of the American Chemical
Society rank #1 in citations or ISI Impact Factor in the seven core chemistry categories as
well as eight additional categories ranging from Agriculture and Crystallography to
Polymer Science and Nanoscience & Nanotechnology. It provides features like Daily or
weekly e-mail alerts when individual articles (Articles ASAPSM) from the selected
journal(s)of your choice, are released on the web.
Through the consortium ACS is giving access to 38 current full-text e-journals including
the ACS Legacy Archives having backfiles of all the journals from vol.1 issue.1
http://pubs.acs.org/

American Institute of Physics
The American Institute of Physics (AIP) is a
non-profit corporation chartered in 1931 to
advance and diffuse the knowledge of physics and its application to human welfare. An
umbrella organization for 10 Member Societies, AIP represents more than 134,000
scientists, engineers and educators and is one of the world's largest publishers of physics
journals.AIP's prestigious core journals (journals.aip.org) - many of which are among the

most highly cited in their field - form the core of physics literature in libraries worldwide.
With their high technical and editorial standards, these publications attract the most vital
and current research papers from the world's leading authorities in fields ranging from
chemistry, mathematics, fluid dynamics, and more. AIP's online platform(Scitation) hosts
more than 1,000,000 articles from more than 170 scholarly publications for 25 learned
society publishers, in fields including physics, chemistry, geoscience, engineering,
acoustics, and more.
The members of the consortium have access to 19 Full text journals (11 AIP and 8 from
AIP's member societies) with Archival access from Volume 1 Issue 1 for 8 full text
journals and another journals from 1997 onwards.
http://aip.scitation.org/

American Physical Society
The American Physical Society was founded on May 20, 1899, when 36
physicists gathered at Columbia University for that purpose. . In 1913, the
APS took over the operation of the Physical Review, which had been founded
in 1893 at Cornell, and journal publication became its second major activity. Physical
Review was followed by Reviews of Modern Physics in 1929, and by Physical Review
Letters in 1958. Over the years, Physical Review has subdivided into five separate sections
as the fields of physics have proliferated and the number of submissions grew.
Through the consortium access of 13 Full text journals is available from 1997 onwards.
Also the PROLA (Physical Review Online Archive) search engine (which indexes all APS
journal material published from 1893 to present) is now freely available to all users.

http://publish.aps.org/browse.html

Annual Reviews
Founded in 1932, Annual Reviews provides researchers, professors, and scientific
professionals with a definitive academic resource. Annual Reviews has offered
comprehensive, timely collections of critical reviews written by leading scientists.
Annual Reviews volumes are published each year for 46 focused disciplines within
the Biomedical, Life, Physical, and Social Sciences including Economic. Annual
Reviews saves your time by synthesizing the vast amount of primary research
literature and identifying the principal contributions in the field. Annual Reviews
publications are among the highest cited publications by impact factor according to the
Institute for Scientific Information®(ISI).
Access is made available to 43 full text journals and archival access is provided up to 10
years back issues.

http://arjournals.annualreviews.org

ASCE Online Journals
The ASCE (American Society for Civil Engineers) Library provides online access to a
high-quality collection of civil engineering content. It contains articles from ASCE
journals, papers from conference proceedings, and e-books and standards. Recognized
worldwide as the core collection in the field, the 35 ASCE journals that make up the All
Journals subscription form the most complete picture available of the civil engineering field
today.
The Consortium provides access to 35 journals (Complete Package for ASCE eJournals).
Access to backfiles is available from 1983-present.

http://ascelibrary.org/

ASME Online Journals
Founded in 1880 as the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, ASME is the premier
professional membership organization for more than 127,000 mechanical engineers and
associated members worldwide. ASME also conducts one of the world's largest technical
publishing operations in the world, offering thousands of titles including some of the
profession's most prestigious journals, conference proceedings, and ASME Press books.
The ASME Digital Collection, previously known as The ASME Digital Library, is ASME’s
repository of current and archival literature featuring:
 ASME's Transaction Journals from 1960 to the present.
 ASME's Conference Proceedings from 2002 to the present.
 ASME Press eBooks selected from 1993 to the present.
The Consortium subscribes to Complete Package for ASME Journals + AMR which gives
access to 29 journals. The backfiles access is available since 2000.

http://asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/

Economic & Political Weekly
Economic & Political Weekly (EPW), published by the Sameeksha Trust, a registered
charitable trust since 1949, is one of the Indian publications that enjoy a global reputation
for excellence and scholarship. It occupies a special place in the intellectual history of
independent India. It publishes analysis of contemporary affairs and academic papers in the
social sciences. The focus of the EPW is economic issues, but it is truly a multidisciplinary
publication covering sociology, political science, history, gender and environment studies.
EPW publishes both research in social sciences in the “Special Articles” Section and
informed comment on current affairs in the “Commentary Section”.
The access of EPW is provided to all the universities of the consortium.

http://epw.in/

Emerald University Collection
For more than 40 years Emerald has operated as a specialist journals publisher,
building a portfolio of so many scholarly journals in business and management, library
and information sciences, engineering and materials science. Emerald’s leading
Management database provide you with breadth and depth across all management
disciplines, including the latest peer-reviewed, international research in both established
and emerging areas of interest.
Emerald eShodhSindhu Special 133 package: Covering subject areas of Accounting /
Commerce/ Economics / Psychology / Social care/ Education / Public Policy / LIS
Backfiles Access is available since 1994.

http://www.emeraldinsight.com/

Institute of Physics
The Institute of Physics is a leading international
professional body and learned society, established to promote the advancement and
dissemination of physics. The Institute has a world-wide membership and is a major
international player in: scientific publishing and electronic dissemination of physics; setting
professional standards for physicists and awarding professional qualifications; promoting
physics through scientific conferences, education and science policy advice.
Access is provided to 46 full text topmost journals in the area of physics, and the archival
access is made available from Vol.1 issue.1 of all 46 IOP titles.
http://iopscience.iop.org/journals

JSTOR
JSTOR was founded in 1995 to build trusted digital archives for scholarship.
Today, we work with the scholarly community to preserve their work and the
materials they rely upon, and to build a common research platform that promotes
the discovery and use of these resources. In 2009, JSTOR merged with and became
a service of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic community use
digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance scholarship and
teaching in sustainable ways. The majority of content in the archive is journal literature,
though inclusion of other materials such as conference proceedings, transactions,
pamphlets, monographs, manuscripts, and other materials is growing.
The collections available to the members of the Consortium are:
Art & Sciences I–XII, Life Sciences, Ireland, Ecology & Botany II, Global Plants, 19thCentury British Pamphlets, Struggles for Freedom: Southern Africa, World Heritage Sites:

Africa, Business IV.
Currently, there are more than 3165 titles, including previous titles, as well as other content
available. New titles and other materials are being added regularly.
http://www.jstor.org/

Nature
With weekly periodicity, Nature is an
international journal publishing original,
groundbreaking research spanning all of the scientific disciplines, as Articles,
Letters to Nature and Brief Communications. Each issue also includes extensive
secondary comment, including Reviews, News, New Features, Essays, News
and Views, Book Reviews, Correspondence, Commentary, and Opinion. Nature
has the highest Impact Factor (Thomson-ISI, 2003) of all multidisciplinary
journals, and has achieved an increase of 2.5 since 2002. Nature has also
received acclaim for having the highest number of citations per paper over the
last decade (1992-2002) of all multidisciplinary journals (Science Watch,
Thomson-ISI, June 2003).
1 full text un-limited simultaneous access for Nature Weekly from 1997
onwards is available.

http://www.nature.com/

Oxford University Press
Oxford Journals is a division of Oxford University Press, which is a
department of Oxford University. It publish well over 230 academic and
research journals covering a broad range of subject areas, two-thirds of
which are published in collaboration with learned societies and other international
organizations. OUP collections cover Life Sciences, Mathematics & Physical Sciences,
Medicine, Social Sciences, Humanities, and Law, and include some of the most
authoritative journals in their fields.
Through the consortium, 262 Oxford University Press journals are available with back files
since 1996

http://www.oxfordjournals.org

Portland Press

Portland Press Limited is the wholly owned publishing subsidiary of "The
Biochemical Society". It is a not-for-profit publisher of journals and books
in the cellular and molecular life sciences.
Access to 6 peer-reviewed journals is being provided to the Universities with
1996 onwards backfills.
http://www.portlandpresspublishing.com/

Project Euclid
Project Euclid's mission is to advance scholarly communication in the
field of theoretical and applied mathematics and statistics. Project Euclid
is designed to address the unique needs of low-cost independent and
society journals. Through a collaborative partnership arrangement, these
publishers join forces and participate in an online presence with advanced
functionality, without sacrificing their intellectual or economic independence or
commitment to low subscription prices. Full-text searching, reference linking,
interoperability through the Open Archives Initiative, and long-term retention of
data are all important components of the project.
Access to 24 journals with 2002 onwards back volumes is being provided to 50
member universities.

http://projecteuclid.org

Project Muse
Project MUSE is a unique collaboration between libraries and
publishers, providing 100% full-text, affordable and user-friendly
online access to a comprehensive selection of prestigious humanities and social
sciences journals. MUSE's online journal collections support a diverse array of
research needs at academic, public, special and school libraries worldwide. Our
journals are heavily indexed and peer-reviewed, with critically acclaimed
articles by the most respected scholars in their fields. MUSE is also the sole
source of complete, full-text versions of titles from many of the world's leading
university presses and scholarly societies.
Currently, MUSE provides full-text access to current content from over 676
titles representing more than 120 not-for-profit publishers.
http://muse.jhu.edu/

Royal Society of Chemistry

The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) is the Professional Body for chemists and
the Learned Society for chemistry. It is one of the most prominent and influential
independent scientific organisations in Britain. Through its 45,000 members,
including academics, teachers and industrialists, the RSC promotes the interests of chemists
and the benefits of chemical science. The RSC's educational activities provide information
and training opportunities for both students and teachers. The RSC is extremely active in
determining the future of chemical education, seeking to influence Government by
submitting evidence to Parliament and anticipating developments in education policy.
The archival access is made available for 23 full text journals with 6 Databases (Analytical
Abstracts, Chemical Hazards in Industry, Laboratory Hazards Bulletin, Natural Product
Updates, Synthetic Reaction Updates) from 1997- onwards.
http://www.rsc.org/

ScienceDirect (10 Subject Collection)
ScienceDirect is a part of Elsevier. Headquartered in Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, the company is the world's largest scientific, technical and
medical information provider and publishes over 2,000 journals as well as
books and secondary databases. There are currently more than 9.5 million
articles/chapters, a content base that is growing at a rate of almost 0.5 million
additions per year.
Access to Science Direct 10 subjects (1. Biochemistry, Genetics & Mol.
Biology,2. Agriculture & Biological Science,3. Chemistry4. Computer
Science,5. Economics,6. Immunology & Microbiology,7. Mathematics,8.
Physics & Astronomy,9. Social Sciences,10. Psychology) collection (1036 +
journals titles & 260 journals Archival Collection available for Basic Science
Collection i.e. From Vol. 1 Issue 1) is provided with back-files since 1995.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/

SIAM
Inspired by the vision that applied mathematics should play an important role in
advancing science and technology in industry, a small group of professionals from
academe and industry met in Philadelphia in 1951 to start an organization whose
members would meet periodically to exchange ideas about the uses of mathematics in
industry. This meeting led to the organization of the Society for Industrial and Applied
Mathematics (SIAM). SIAM exists to ensure the strongest interactions between
mathematics and other scientific and technological communities through membership
activities, publication of journals and books, and conferences.
Access to 16 Journals with 1997 onwards backfiles is made available to our university.

http://epubs.siam.org/

Springer Link
Springer is the leading global scientific publisher, delivering quality content through
innovative information products and services, as well as a trusted provider of locallanguage professional publications in Europe, especially in Germany and the Netherlands. It
publishers high quality content in various formats like books, journals, newsletters, CDROMs, online platforms,protocols, databases and conferences.
It publishers some 2,000 journals and more than 6,500 new book titles every year in the
STM sector; backlist of more than 45,000 titles. The coverage of the content is in 6 main
publishing fields: science, technology, medicine, architecture, business and transport.
Overall journals can be accessed through SpringerLink are around 1438 journals. The
archival access is provided from 1997 onwards.
http://link.springer.com/

Taylor and Francis
Taylor and Francis, founded in 1798, is the oldest commercial journals publisher in
the world, and one of the leading global academic publishers. Informa interface is a
new and expanding platform, initially hosting the academic and scientific
publications. Taylor & Francis Group publishes more than 1100 journals and around 1,800
new books each year Taylor and Francis provides quality information and knowledge that
enable the customers and end-users to perform their jobs efficiently, continue their
education, and help contribute to the advancement of their chosen profession. It is a widely
known publisher among researchers, students, academics and increasingly professionals.
Under E-Shodhsindhu Digital Library Consortium more than 1079 journals with archival
access to 1998 onwards issues.
http://www.tandfonline.com/

Wiley Blackwell Publishing
Wiley-Blackwell, created in February 2007 by merging Blackwell Publishing with Wiley's
Global Scientific, Technical, and Medical business, is now one of the world's foremost
academic and professional publishers and the largest society publisher. With a combined
list of more than 1,400 scholarly peer-reviewed journals and an extensive collection of
books with global appeal, this new business sets the standard for publishing in the life and
physical sciences, medicine and allied health, engineering, humanities and social sciences.
Access to 908 journals of Blackwell publishing with bakcfiles since 1997 is being provided

to the members of the consortium.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com

Bibliographic Databases
ISID
The Institute for Studies in Industrial Development (ISID), a sponsored
institution of the Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR), is a
public-funded, non-commercial research and development institution in social
science. ISID was set up as an independent organization to carry on the work initiated by
the Corporate Study Group (CSG), at the Indian Institute of Public Administration, during
the early ‘eighties. ISID has developed databases on various aspects of the Indian economy,
particularly concerning industry and the corporate sector. It has created On-line Indexes of
Indian Social Science Journals (OLI) and Press
Clippings on diverse social science subjects.
It provides access to Indexes of 125 Indian Social Science journals and major newspaper
articles, editorials and news features.
http://isid.org.in/

J-gate Plus (JCCC)
J-gate Plus is a virtual library of journal literature created as a customized largest global ejournals access gateway and database solution. It acts as a one point access to 15000+
journals subscribed currently under E-Shodhsindhu Digital library consortium as well as
university libraries designated as Inter Library Loan (ILL) Centers besides index to open
access journals. INFLIBNET has identified 27 potential universities as ILL Centers in the
country to fulfill ILL request from the users affiliated to universities covered under EShodhsindu Digital Library Consortium.
J-gate has facility to trigger e-mail request for article to Inter Library Loan Centers as well
as to INFLIBNET Centre.
J-Gateplus is offered in 6 different subject groups.
1. Agricultural & Biological Sciences
2. Arts & Humanities
3. Basic Sciences
4. Engineering & Technology
5. Social & Management Sciences
6. Biomedical Sciences
http://jgateplus.com/search

MathSciNet
MathSciNet is an electronic publication offering access to
a carefully maintained and easily searchable database of
reviews, abstracts and bibliographic information for much of the mathematical
sciences literature. Over 80,000 new items are added each year, most of them
classified according to the Mathematics Subject Classification. Authors are
uniquely identified, enabling a search for publications by individual author
rather than by name string. Continuing in the tradition of the paper publication
Mathematical Reviews (MR), which was first published in 1940, expert
reviewers are selected by a staff of professional mathematicians to write reviews
of the current published literature; over 60,000 reviews are added to the
database each year. Extending the MR tradition, MathSciNet contains over 2
million items and over 700,000 direct links to original articles. Reference lists
are collected and matched internally from over 300 journals, and citation data
for journals, authors, articles and reviews is provided. This web of citations
allows users to track the history and influence of research publications in the
mathematical sciences.
Access to MathSciNet has started to 50 universities since 2005 covering files of
1940 onwards.

http://www.ams.org/mathscinet

Royal Society of Chemistry(6 Databases)
The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) is the Professional Body for
chemists and the Learned Society for chemistry. It is one of the most
prominent and influential independent scientific organisations in Britain.
Through its 45,000 members, including academics, teachers and industrialists,
the RSC promotes the interests of chemists and the benefits of chemical science.
The RSC's educational activities provide information and training opportunities
for both students and teachers. The RSC is extremely active in determining the
future of chemical education, seeking to influence Government by submitting
evidence to Parliament and anticipating developments in education policy.
The archival access is made available for 23 full text journals with 6 Databases
from 1997- onwards.

http://www.rsc.org/Publishing/CurrentAwareness/index.asp

SciFinder Scholar
CAS provides pathways to published research in the world's journal and patent
literature?virtually everything relevant to chemistry plus a wealth of information
in the life sciences and a wide range of other scientific disciplines back to the
beginning of the 20th century. Since 1907, CAS has indexed and summarized chemistryrelated articles from more than 40,000 scientific journals, in addition to patents, conference
proceedings and other documents pertinent to chemistry, life sciences and many other
fields. In total, abstracts for more than 23 million documents are accessible online through
CAS. SciFinder and SciFinder Scholar desktop research tools can be used to explore and
search the CAS Substance identification is a special strength of CAS. SciFinder Scholar is a
desktop research tool that provides campus-wide access to the worlds largest and most
comprehensive databases of chemistry, biotechnology, engineering, life sciences and
related sciences from CAS, with an ease of use never before. With SciFiner Scholar as a
one single source, you can explore scientific information in several unique ways.
The CAS access is given to 32 universities through Sci-Finder. The archival access is made
available since 1907 onwards.

http://www.cas.org/products/scifinder

Web of Science
Web of Science, provides access to the world's leading citation databases. It searches over
10,000 journals from over 45 different languages across the sciences, social sciences, and
arts and humanities with back files to 1900. The citations (or footnotes) allow one to
navigate forward, backward, and through journal articles and both journal and book-based
proceedings. Its Analyze Tool also helps in finding hidden trends and patterns, gain insight
into emerging fields of research, identify leading researchers, institutions, and journals, and
trace the history of a particular field of study.
The access to Web of Science is available on perpetual access basis
https://apps.webofknowledge.com
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National Digital Library
Ministry of Human Resource Development under its National Mission on Education through
Information and Communication Technology has initiated the National Digital Library
(NDL) pilot project to develop a framework of virtual repository of learning resources with a
single-window search facility. Filtered and federated searching is employed to facilitate
focused searching so that learners can find out the right resource with least effort and in
minimum time. NDL is designed to hold content of any language and provides interface
support for leading vernacular languages (currently Hindi and Bengali). It is being arranged
to provide support for all academic levels including researchers and life-long learners, all
disciplines, all popular form of access devices and differently-abled learners. It is being
developed to help students to prepare for entrance and competitive examination, to enable
people to learn and prepare from best practices from all over the world and to facilitate
researchers to perform inter-linked exploration from multiple sources. The pilot project is
devising a framework suitable for future scale up with respect to content volume and
diversity to become a full-blown National Digital Library of India over time.
 Educational materials are available for users ranging from primary to post-graduate
levels
 Items are available in more than 70 languages
 More than 40 types of learning resources are available
 13,00,000+ Items have been authored by 1 lakh authors
 Repository hosts contents from multiple subject domains like Technology, Science,
Humanities, Agriculture and others
 Types of materials includes Text, Audio, Video, Image, Animation, Simulation,
Presentation and Application etc
 Currently 1,538,083 items hosted
Anyone can browse above hosted items by their type, source and subject etc..
Access to South Asian Archive and World e-Book Library e-Books collection is enabled
for our University through National Digital Library.

South Asia Archive
South Asia Archive: Launched in 2013, the South Asia Archive is a specialist digital
platform providing global electronic access to culturally and historically significant literary
material produced from within, and about, the South Asian region. It is not merely a
repository, but a vehicle for targeted research, and one which has been intelligently
structured to ensure efficient content discovery.
 Documents have been selected and catalogued by subject specialist editors, with
expert commentaries provided to guide users through serial content.



Millions of pages of digitized primary and secondary material in a mix of English and
vernacular languages dating back to the 18th Century, up to the mid-20th Century.
 Derived from original archive materials held by the South Asia Research Foundation
 Online access to previously unavailable resources in South Asian studies.
 Versatile resource with benefits for researchers, lecturers and students across a diverse
range of subject areas like
o Administration, Development, Industry, Economics and Law
o Art and Art History
o Literature, Language and Linguistics
o Culture, Society, Cinema and Media Studies
o Civilization Studies, Religion, Philosophy and History
o Education
o Politics, Government and Public Policy
o Indology, Ancient History, Anthropology and Archaeology
o Science, Technology, Agriculture and Environment
 Urban Planning, Medicine and Health
 Documents included in South Asia Archive are Book, Journals, Reports, Legislations,
Acts, Regulations, Law Cases and Indian Films Booklets from 1930 – 1949.
The World eBook Library
The World eBook Library: The World Public Library Association is the world’s
largest aggregator of eBooks. Founded in 1996, the World Public Library Association is a
global coordinated effort to preserve and disseminate historical books, classic works of
literature, serials, bibliographies, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and other heritage works in a
number of languages and countries around the world. Mission of World eBook Library is to
serve and aid the public, students, and educators, by providing the world's most complete
collection of electronic books, documents, and articles online.
World Public Library provides access of 3,000,000+ digital eBooks to read online or
download and save for later. All of the eBooks are portable PDF file formatted, and all
Audio eBooks are portable MP3 file formatted. These formats have been specially designed
to be cross platform compatible with all PCs, Laptops, PDAs, Kindle DX, Kindle 3
iPad/iPods, eReaders, or Smartphone

E-Resources Subscribed under NLIST Programme
Link: http://nlist.inflibnet.ac.in/userguide.php
Full-text E-Resources (Journals Articles)
American Institute of Physics http://journals.aip.org/ Founded in 1931, the American
Institute of Physics (AIP) is a not-for-profit scholarly society established for the purpose of
promoting the advancement and diffusion of the knowledge of physics and its application to
human welfare. Mission of the AIP is to serve the scientific community in the field of
physics and astronomy through its member societies, individual scientists, students and the
general public. Member of N-LIST Programme can access fulltext of 18 journals published
by the AIP with back files for ten years.
American Physical Society http://publish.aps.org/browse.html The American Physical
Society (APS) was founded on May 20, 1899. The APS is committed to provide high-quality
service and products to its members and the scientific community. APS is active in public
and governmental affairs and in the international physics community. APS has fourteen
divisions and nine topical groups covering all areas of physics research. There are six forums
that reflect the interest of its over 50,000 members in broader issues, and nine sections
organized by geographical region. The PROLA (Physical Review Online Archive) search
engine (which indexes all APS journal material published from 1893 to present) is freely
available to all users. Access to the full-text of articles and other online journals features
restricted to members only. Member of N-LIST Programme can access fulltext of 10
journals published by the APS with back files for ten years
Annual Reviews
http://arjournals.annualreviews.org
Annual Reviews provides
researchers, professors, and scientific professionals with a definitive academic resource in 33
scientific disciplines. Annual Reviews saves time by synthesizing the vast amount of
primary research literature and identifying the principal contributions. Editorial committees
comprised of the most distinguished scholars in the discipline select all topics for review,
and the articles are written by authors who are recognized experts in the field. Annual
Reviews publications are among the highest cited publications by impact factor according to
the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI). Access is made available to 33 full text journals
and archival access is provided up to ten years back files.
Cambridge University Press http://journals.cambridge.org/ Cambridge University Press
(CUP) occupies a special position amongst academic publishers. It is a not-for-profit
organization offering long-term stability and total commitment to academic excellence. The
CUP is publishing since 1584 continuously in subject areas like humanities, social studies,
archaeology and anthropology, nutrition, religion, biomedical sciences, law, physical

sciences, medical sciences, etc. The CUP currently publishes over 250 peer-reviewed
academic journals for the global market. Members of the N-LIST programme can access 224
journals titles with back files for ten years.
Economic and Political Weekly (EPW) http://www.epw.in/ The Economic and Political
Weekly, published by the Sameeksha Trust, a registered charitable trust since 1949, is one of
the Indian publications that enjoy a global reputation for excellence and scholarship. It
occupies a special place in the intellectual history of independent India. It publishes analysis
of contemporary affairs and academic papers in the social sciences. The focus of the EPW is
economic issues, but it is truly a multidisciplinary publication covering sociology, political
science, history, gender and environment studies. EPW publishes both research in social
sciences in the “Special Articles” Section and informed comment on current affairs in the
“Commentary Section”. EPW publishes minimum of 70,000 to 80,000 words on a variety of
issues. The articles are contributed by leading academicians, well-known public
commentators, young social scientists and political activists who seek a platform to publish
their views. Members of the N-LIST programme can access EPW with back files from 1966
onwards.
Indian Journals.com http://www.indianjournals.com Indian Journals.com is a vast
collection of interdisciplinary Indian journals and research publications providing easy
access to more than 186 journal titles through a user friendly search engine from 2007
onwards. Members of the N-LIST Programme have access to entire collection. Subject
Coverage Indian Journals.com covers 17 subjects mainly Agriculture Science, Animal
Science, Applied Science & Technology, Business, Economics & Management, Library and
Information Science, Medical Science etc.
Institute of Physics (IoP) http://www.iop.org/EJ Institute of Physics, popularly known as
IoP, is a well-known dedicated resource of high quality information in physical sciences.
The Institute has a world-wide membership and is a major international player in scientific
publishing and electronic dissemination of physics, setting professional standards for
physicists and awarding professional qualifications, promoting physics through scientific
conferences, education and science policy advice. The IoP electronic database comprises of
journals on various topics like bio-inspiration, biometrics, biomedical materials, astronomy,
astrophysics, chemical physics and theoretical physics. Member of N-LIST Programme can
access IoP archive consisting of 49 journals (including 7 in open access) from Vol.1 issue.1
onwards.
Oxford University Press
http://www.oxfordjournals.org/ As a major international
publisher of academic and research journals, Oxford University Press publishes well over
200 journals, many in partnership with the world’s leading prestigious learned societies.
OUP collections cover Life Sciences, Mathematics & Physical Sciences, Medicine, Social

Sciences, Humanities, and Law. UGC-Infonet Digital Library Consortium members can
access 206 journals from Oxford University Press with backfile from 1996 onwards.
Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) http://www.rsc.org/Publishing/Journals/ The Royal
Society of Chemistry (RSC) is a professional body for chemists and a learned society for
chemistry. RSC, a not-for-profit scholarly society, is one of the most prominent and
influential, independent scientific organizations in Britain. Through its 45,000 members,
including academics, teachers and industrialists, the RSC promotes the interests of chemists
and the benefits of chemical science. The publishing activity dates back to 1841 and today it
publish a wide range of journals, magazines, databases and books. The member of the
NLIST Programme can access 29 full-text journal with 6 databases with backfiles for ten
years.
H W Wilson (3000+ titles) http://search.ebscohost.com
H. W. Wilson products have become familiar to generations of library patrons as standard
tools in college, public, school, and special libraries around the world. H. W. Wilson
databases cover a wide variety of subject areas including art, education, engineering,
humanities, social sciences and more. In addition, H. W. Wilson's Core Collections provide
impartial, authoritative guides help librarians build and maintain well-rounded collections of
the most highly recommended reference, nonfiction and fiction books.
JSTOR (2500+ titles) http://www.jstor.org/
JSTOR was founded in 1995 to build trusted digital archives for scholarship. Today, we
work with the scholarly community to preserve their work and the materials they rely upon,
and to build a common research platform that promotes the discovery and use of these
resources. In 2009, JSTOR merged with and became a service of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit
organization helping the academic community use digital technologies to preserve the
scholarly record and to advance scholarship and teaching in sustainable ways. The majority
of content in the archive is journal literature, though inclusion of other materials such as
conference proceedings, transactions, pamphlets, monographs, manuscripts, and other
materials
is
growing.
Currently, there are more than 2500 titles, including previous titles, as well as other content
available. New titles and other materials are being added regularly.

E-Resources Subscribed under NLIST Programme E-Books
Cambridge Books Online (1800 titles) http://ebooks.cambridge.org
Cambridge University Press publishes a wide range of high-quality academic content across
Cambridge Core, including leading journals, research monographs, reference works and
textbooks, publish more than 360 peer-reviewed academic journals and more than 30,000
ebooks for the global market. As one of the largest and most prestigious academic publishers
in the world, a global leader in publishing in subjects as diverse as astronomy, Shakespeare

studies, economics, mathematics and politics. Reflecting the latest research from a broad
sweep of subjects, our content is accessible worldwide – both in print and online. Cambridge
Core provides access to unique, scholarly content published by Cambridge University Press,
in one user-friendly and fully searchable online platform.
E-brary (125000+titles) http://site.ebrary.com/lib/inflibnet
For more than a decade, ebrary has served over 2300 libraries and other organizations,
serving more than 16 million people worldwide, with the most flexible content products and
powerful technology. More than 350 leading publishers contribute to ebrary’s growing
collection of e-books, reports, journals, and other authoritative content including Cambridge
University Press, Elsevier, Oxford University Press, Springer and Taylor & Francis. It offers
multidisciplinary collections including business and economics, community and career
colleges, computers & IT, education, engineering and technology, history and political
science, humanities, interdisciplinary and area studies, medicine, psychology and social
work, sociology & anthropology. Members of N-LIST Programme will can access to
growing collection of more than 83,024 electronic books from 250 different publishers.
EBSCO Host-Net Library (936+titles) http://search.ebscohost.com
NetLibrary is fast growing eContent provider of choice for academic, community college,
public and many other libraries. It offers easy-to-use functionality with access to multiple
formats and best-selling titles from the world's leading publishers. It has offered 936 highly
used electronic books (including 250+ text books) in different subject disciplines from 44
publishers inculding 236 books recommended by colleges in India accessible to 8 users
simultaneously on one-time payment and perpetual access basis. Besides 936 books, around
3,500 open access books will also be accessible through the NetLibrary platform.
Hindustan Book Agency (65+ titles) Institute of South East Asian Studies(ISEAS)
Books (383+ titles) http://portal.igpublish.com/iglibrary
The mission of iG Publishing is to facilitate access to this global knowledge.
iG Library is a new generation eBook platform developed by iG Publishing. Its simple and
user friendly interface helps you to retrieve information from huge eBook collections using a
single click. It employs a powerful clustering engine to help you quickly analyze search
results as well as to discover related topics.
Oxford Scholarship (1402+ titles) http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/
Oxford Scholarship Online (http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/)* Oxford Scholarship
Online (OSO) is a vast and rapidly-expanding research library. Launched in 2003 with four
subject modules, Oxford Scholarship Online is now available in 20 subject areas and has
grown to be one of the leading academic research resources in the world. Oxford
Scholarship Online offers full-text access to academic monographs from key disciplines in
the humanities, social sciences, science, medicine, and law. With its inclusion in the wider
UPSO platform, users are provided with access to further subject areas, including African

American History, Asian Studies, Film Studies, Latin American Studies, Middle Eastern
Studies, and Television Studies. Members of N-LIST program can have access of 1,402 ebooks from Oxford scholarship Online. The Home Page allows the user to navigate content
quickly and intuitively. Search and Browse options are available on every page, as well as
access to an advanced search option for more direct searching.
Springer eBooks (2300 titles) http://link.springer.com.
Springer published more than 2,400 English-language journals and over 9,000 new books.
From astronomy to zoology, and mathematics to medicine, you can rest assured that
Springer is bringing you the best and most relevant content across the entire spectrum of
disciplines.
Sage Publication eBooks (1000 titles) http://knowledge.sagepub.com.
SAGE Knowledge is home to an expansive range of SAGE eBook. Content includes
reference works, academic books, professional development titles and more. This crossmedia platform allows users to search and browse, book within the Social Sciences.
The benefits of the new SAGE Knowledge platform include:

responsive design making for ease of use on mobile devices

improved discoverability

an improved design

a revised search for users to find what they need faster and more accurately
Taylor Francis eBooks (1800 titles) http://www.tandfebooks.com.
As one of the world’s leading publishers of scholarly journals, books, eBooks, reference
works, and databases, content spans all areas of the humanities, social sciences, behavioral
sciences, science, technology, and medicine.
Myilibrary-McGrawHill (1308 titles) http://lib.myilibrary.com/
McGraw Hill has offered 1,308 books in different subject disciplines on MyILibrary,
which is the fastest-growing and most comprehensive online e-content platform.
MyILibrary platform offers organizations the ability to acquire and access digital content
on an individual title, publisher-specific or subject collection basis, based on their unique
requirements and resources.The MyiLibrary platform integrates easily into OPAC
systems for easy searching alongside your other information resources.

E-Database Subscribed by University Library
Academic Search Premier (EBSCO)
This scholarly resource contains indexing and abstracts for more than 8,500
journals, with full text for more than 4,600 of those titles. PDF backfiles to 1975
or further are available for well over one hundred journals, and searchable cited
references are provided for more than 1,000 titles.
Academic Search™ Premier provides unmatched full-text coverage in biology,
chemistry, engineering, physics, psychology, religion & theology, etc.
http://search.epnet.com/

Business Source Premier (EBSCO)
Business Source Premier is the industry’s most used business research database, providing
full text for more than 2,300 journals, including full text for more than 1,100 peer-reviewed
titles. This database provides full text back to 1886, and searchable cited references back to
1998. Business Source Premier is superior to the competition in full text coverage in all
disciplines of business, including marketing, management, MIS, POM, accounting, finance
and economics. This database is updated daily on EBSCOhost

http://search.epnet.com/

Capitaline Plus
Capitaline Plus provides fundamental and market data on more than 20,000
Indian listed and unlisted companies, classified under more than 300 industries,
along with powerful analytic tools. Extensive data and analysis on evety
company profile directors, more than 10-years financials P & L, Balance sheet,
Cash flow, Consolidated financial data. Segment data, Forex data, R & D data,
Ratios, etc, Quarterly results, Ownership pattern, Finished products, Raw
materials, Share price data, Directors’ Report, Management discussion, Notes to
account, Business news, Coporate events etc. The most popular format of
Capitaline Plus is the desktop analytical application.
http://plus.capitaline.com/user/framepage.asp?id=1

DELNET Online Database (Membership)
DELNET provides the delivery of individual books as and when required by the
Member Libraries and photocopies of journals articles that are publish in Indian
and foreign journals through its inter Library Loan / Document Delivery
Services.
http://164.100.247.17/

Login:-gjtmsub

Password:-tms2079

IndiaStat.com Online Database
It is a gateway to comprehensive and authentic socio-economic information
related to India. This is the mother site of a cluster of 51 websites delivering
socio-economic data about India and its states covering various sectors.
Researchers, students, writers, marketing professionals, policy planners, NGOs,
UN Agencies, decision makers, Government Agencies, Management
Consultants, Financial Institutes and various other experts and consultants can
easily access the data covering all major parameters for research study, review
and reference purpose. Information available online can be used by these
professionals as per their need and discretion. With over 700,000 comprehensive
pages on the net, the site covers wide ranging topics like agriculture,
demographics, market forecast, health, media, economy, crime and social
welfare etc.
http://www.indiastat.com/default.aspx

Proquest Dissertation & Thesis (PQDT)
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses:(PQDT) is the world's most comprehensive
collection of full-text dissertations and theses. As the official digital dissertations
archive for the Library of Congress and as the database of record for graduate
research, PQDT includes millions of searchable citations to dissertations and
theses from 1861 to the present day together with over a million full-text
dissertations that are available for download in PDF format. Over 2.1 million
titles are available for purchase as printed copies. The database offers full text for
most of the dissertations added since 1997 and strong retrospective full-text
coverage for older graduate works. It also includes PQDT UK & Ireland content.










More than 70,000 new full-text dissertations and theses are added to the database
each year through dissertations publishing partnerships with 700 leading
academic institutions worldwide, and collaborative retrospective digitization of
dissertations. Full-text dissertations are archived as submitted by the degreegranting institution. Some will be native PDF, some PDF image.
Each dissertation published since July, 1980 includes a 350-word abstract written
by the author. Master's theses published since 1988 include 150-word abstracts.
Simple bibliographic citations are available for dissertations dating from 1637.
PQDTGlobal provides 24-page previews of dissertations and theses.
Subject coverage
Business and Economics
Medical Sciences
Science
Technology
Agriculture
Social Sciences
Arts
Humanities
http://search.proquest.com/pqdtft/?accountid=144497

Prowess IQ Data Base
Prowess IQ is a database of the financial performance of over 27,000 companies.
It includes all companies traded on the National Stock Exchange and the
Bombay Stock Exchange, thousands of unlisted public limited companies and
hundreds of private limited companies. It also includes a number of important
business entities that are not registered companies.
Prowess is an indispensable source to understand the performance of active
business enterprises in India.
The Prowess IQ database is built from Annual Reports, quarterly financial
statements, Stock Exchange feeds and other reliable sources. There are over
3,400 data fields per company in Prowess IQ.
The database is normalized to enable inter-company and inter-temporal
comparisons. This enhances the usefulness of the database in decision making.

Prowess IQ provides time-series data for the past two decades. It covers the
entire post-reforms period in India. The database is updated every day with
regular intra-day and end-of-day updates.
Prowess IQ database is accessed by specially developed software. It presents
several well-formatted analytical tabulations that include ratio analysis, fundsflow analysis, benchmark and peer comparisons.

Sage Reference Online - SRO
SRO Collection - More than 100 Online Encyclopedia available on following
Subjects:
 African American Studies
 Geography
 Aging & Gerontology
 Health & Social Welfare
 Anthropology
 History
 Business & Management
 Politics & International Relations
 Communication & Media Studies
 Psychology
 Counseling & Psychotherapy
 Public Policy & Public Administration
 Criminology & Criminal Justice
 Research Methods & Evaluation
 Economics
 Science, Philosophy, & Theology
 Education
 Social Issues
 Environment
 Social Work & Social Policy
 Family Studies
 Sociology
 Gender & Sexuality Studies
 Urban Studies & Planning
http://www.sage-ereference.com/BrowseTitles

Sage Research Methods Online - SRMO
SAGE Research Methods is a research methods tool created to help
researchers, faculty and students with their research projects. SAGE Research
Methods links over 175,000 pages of SAGE’s renowned book, journal and
reference content with truly advanced search and discovery tools. Researchers
can explore methods concepts to help them design research projects, understand
particular methods or identify a new method, conduct their research, and write up
their findings. Since SAGE Research Methods focuses on methodology rather

than disciplines, it can be used across the social sciences, health sciences, and
more.
With SAGE Research Methods, researchers can explore their chosen method
across the depth and breadth of content, expanding or refining their search as
needed; read online, print, or email full-text content; utilize suggested related
methods and links to related authors from SAGE Research Methods' robust
library and unique features; and even share their own collections of content
through Methods Lists. SAGE Research Methods contains content from over
720 books, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and handbooks, the entire “Little Green
Book,” and "Little Blue Book” series, two Major Works collating a selection of
journal articles, and specially commissioned videos.
http://srmo.sagepub.com/

Science Magazine Online – 1997 - Current
Web site of Science - the world's leading journal of original scientific research,
global news, and commentary.
http://www.sciencemag.org/journals

Taxmann’s Tax & Corporate, International Taxation - Online
(Subject Coverage: Business, Health & Medicine, History, Literature &
Language, Science & Technology, Social Sciences,
http://www.taxmann.com/

Cambridge E-Books Online (Physics 26 Titles)
http://ebooks.cambridge.org/ebooks/subscriptionServlet?ACTION=ALL&S
ELECTED_ORG=148574&sortBy=1

American Library Association (ALA) (E-Books 157 Titles)
http://portal.igpublish.com/iglibrary/feature/list.html

MyiLibrary (Chemisry E-Books 5 Titles)
http://lib.myilibrary.com/Home.aspx

Free Online against Print Subscription (FOAP)
Library Subscribes more than 300 journals, out of which 90+ journals are also
available free online fulltext.
Link:- http://www.hmlibrary.ac.in/ejourn_sub.asp?ejpid=4

Encycolpedia of Life Support Systems - EOLSS
The Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS) is a grand collection of
nearly 600 e-book volumes carrying thematically organized and peer reviewed
state-of-the-art content in hundreds of subjects related to science of sustainable
development. It has been created with the contributions from thousands of
renowned scholars from more than 100 countries . EOLSS is an integrated
compendium of 21 component encyclopedias on the following branches :


EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES



MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES



BIOLOGICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL AND HEALTH SCIENCES



BIOTECHNOLOGY



LAND USE, LAND COVER AND SOIL SCIENCES



TROPICAL BIOLOGY AND CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT



SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES



PHYSICAL SCIENCES, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES



CONTROL SYSTEMS, ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION



CHEMICAL SCIENCES ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES



WATER SCIENCES, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES



ENERGY SCIENCES, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES



ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECOLOGICAL SCIENCES, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
RESOURCES



FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES



HUMAN RESOURCES POLICY, DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT



NATURAL RESOURCES POLICY AND MANAGEMENT



DEVELOPMENT AND ECONOMIC SCIENCES



INSTITUTIONAL AND INFRASTRUCTURAL RESOURCES



TECHNOLOGY, INFORMATION AND SYSTEM MANAGEMENT RESOURCES



AREA STUDIES (Africa, Brazil, Canada and USA, China, Europe, Japan, Russia)



DESALINATION AND WATER RESOURCES

http://greenplanet.eolss.net/EolssLogn/InsLogin.aspx

Research Platforms
EJ-Server : Web based e-Content Search & Linking Portal
(Complimentary Access Provided by Total IT Solutions Pvt. Ltd)

It is a web based search engine with superior technology to deliver knowledge and
information to meet the needs of the researchers and information seekers. It is an integrated
Web Based Search Engine, which we have indigenously developed to provide "single
window search interface" and enable seamless web based linking to Table of Contents
(TOC) and abstracting information of over 13,000 Journals, 2870 full Text Journals
available in various subjects like medical sciences, agriculture, life & Physical
sciences,computer & engineering, Business economy & Management, arts & humanities and
many more subject disciplines.
Advantages / Benefits of EJ-Server
 Link to TOC & abstracting information of more than 13000 + E-Journals, 20 EDatabases.
 Full Text Access to 3734 E-Contents, out of which 2200+ are E-Journals.
 Fastest & Direct links to Publisher Sites.
 Direct Link Between the Users & Publishers.
 Links to access all the E-Resources i.e. E-Journals, E-Books and other online products
subscribed by the library for an Individual client / client's under Consortium
Agreement.
 Search Categories - Basic and Advance Search categories makes search more precise
and specific.
 12 Search Parameters, helps in searching and makes it less time consuming.
 Full Text Access to 3734 e-contents in which there are 2200+ E- Journals

http://www.ejserver.com/

Global Periodicals
(Complimentary Access Provided by Total IT Solutions Pvt. Ltd)

Global Periodicals is developed / promoted and owned by Total IT Solutions Pvt Ltd.
The main aim of this site is to provide search on web links of full text internet based / web
based e-journals, e-books and other e-contents. It aims to promote model that will ensure
web links and search on e-journals, e-books, e-thesis, online database, and e-learning courses
aimed at scholarly & research e–contents.

It provides web links and search to 2200 e-journals, 2500 e–books, e-thesis, e–Learning
Courses, and online database covering all major important subject areas. The target user for
this site is the institutes, students, and the individuals. We are also promoting sales of Full
Text articles of journals which are not covered as free full text resources on internet.
The various subject areas covered are:
 Agriculture
 Art & Humanities
 Economy, Business & Management
 Engineering & Technology
 Computer Science & Information Technology
 Life & Physical Science
 Medical Science
http://globalperiodicals.com

Knimbus
Largest Open Access Library


13000 journals
 1.8 Million E-Books
 27000 Online Courses
 Millions of Theses, Conference Proceedings, Magazine and News Articles
 Single Search Window
 Journal Finder
 Targeted Search
 Personalized Search
 Institutional Repositories
 Export Bibliographies
Knimbus is a collaborative platform for researchers to discover and share knowledge with
peers. Knimbus helps researchers find and access millions of journal articles, patents and
ebooks. Then users tag, share and discuss this content with their peers. This user activity
creates an information signal around the most relevant content and helps all users find
content they cannot afford to miss. Knimbus helps users discover knowledge, research trends
and each other, based on common research interests.
http://www.knimbus.com/user/auth.do;jsessionid=E2F15FC90A54B696D88E9497AAD09F74?signup=true

Open Access Resourses
About Open access
Open Access: Open access is a publication model wherein neither a reader nor the
reader's institution is charged for access to articles or other resources. Users are free to
read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of these articles.
Open

Access

E-Journals
http://www.reflectionedu.com/barnolipi.php


















Barnolipi







Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB)

http://www.bioinfo.in/

Bioinfo Publications

http://www.bioline.org.br/

Bioline International

http://www.biomedcentral.com/

BioMed Central

http://highwire.stanford.edu/

HighWire Press

http://www.ias.ac.in/

Indian Academy of Sciences (IAS)

http://indianjournals.com/

Indian Journals
Journal of Digital Information (JoDI)
Journal of Postgraduate Medicine

http://jodi.tamu.edu/
http://www.jpgmonline.com/
http://medind.nic.in/

MedIND
Medknow

http://www.medknow.com/

PubMed Central

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/

Molecular Diversity Preservation International (MDPI) http://www.mdpi.org/
http://www.plos.org/
Public Library of Science (PLoS)

http://www.trialsjournal.com/

Trials

http://versitaopen.com/

Versita Open Journals
Open

Access

Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)
Free Medical Journals
Open J-Gate
Scientific Open Access Repository - OMA

Directories
http://www.doabooks.org/doab
http://www.doaj.org/
http://www.freemedicaljournals.com/
http://www.openj-gate.com/
http://scoar.net/

Resources @ www.hmlibrary.ac.in
Open Knowledge Gateway (OKG)
Open Knowledge Gateway(OKG) Provides a platform to the researchers, Faculty and
Students of MSU to access the free academic resources available on internet without
geographical limitations. Team @ HML organized all these Resources/Links and put it
together on the platform of OKG. So, take the optimum advantage of following resources
and excel your research.






E-Reference Sources
E-Journals
Audio/Videos Education
Connexions (knowledge Share)
Creative Commons (Image Search)



















Curriki (Free Learning Resources)
Digital Libraries
Digital Libraries
E-Books
E-Thesis (ETD)
Educational Blog
Institutional Repositories
ManuScript in India
Massive Open Online Course (MOOC)
Open Access Directories
Open Grey Literature
Open Educational Resources
Research Platform
Subject Portal
Scholarpedia
Slideshare
SPIPA E-Paper

http://14.139.121.106/okgwnew/index.aspx

Institutional Repository
An Institutional Repository is an online locus for collecting, preserving,
and disseminating of the intellectual output of an our University.
 Enhancing the accessibility and visibility of the articles published by the
faculty members and research scholar of the University
It’s a central archive of work of university, include a wide range of
 Theses
 Conference papers & presentations – power point, audio, video
 Metadata
 Book chapters
 Digitized material
 Research data
http://14.139.121.106:8080/jspui/

Local Guru Search

Local Guru manages, customizes and delivers the best content in the world for
local needs. It will be installed in the local area network (LAN) of educational
institutions. It includes HTTP Video streaming facility and around 6000 videos
are indexed and can be searched with keywords.
LOCAL GURU FEATURES
 CMS-Content Management System
 HTTP Video Streaming from Local server
 Internet connection is not required
 Easy access through LAN
 Search(By keyword, course, lecture)
 Video Indexing
 Offline Content access
 College Administrative Login
 College Content Management System
 You can add /delete content through admin module
http://172.24.20.44/localguru/

World Bank Open Data
As part of World Bank’s Open development initiative the Band Proactively
provides free online access to more than:
 1,30,000 documents
 8,000 development indicators
 Thousands of research, knowledge products and much more…
http://hmlibrary.ac.in/worldbank.asp

IMF e-Library
The International Monetary Fund's (IMF) eLibrary simplifies analysis and
research with direct access to the IMF’s periodicals, books, working papers and
studies, and data and statistical tools. You will find information and perspective
on macroeconomics, globalization, development, trade and aid, technical
assistance, demographics, emerging markets, policy advice, poverty reduction,
and so much more.
http://www.elibrary.imf.org/

Virtual Library
Virtual Libraries are libraries that consist only those resources available in digital
format, which can be accessed locally - stored on a hard disk or through
computer networks - public or private. Smt. Hansa Mehta Library does not
confirm to the ideas expressed in various other websites.
http://hmlibrary.ac.in/virtual.asp

Research Information System
University Library collects research areas and interests of the University Faculty
and Research Scholars in order to identify the resources pertinent to research on
a range of subjects including institutional, human resources, collecting them,
organizing them for timely and effectively retrieval. Some of the existing
Research Information systems listed here.
http://14.139.121.106/pdf/Research%20Information%20System.asp

Print Journals
Presently, Smt. Hansa Mehta Library subscribes to 234 Print Journals out of which 60% are
foreign and Approximately 200+ are received as gratis.
Link for 234 Print Journals.
http://www.hmlibrary.ac.in/aboutus.asp#journalsec

Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC )
OPAC – MSU: The OPAC has simple and advanced search facility with the
minimum information of the item by using author, title, corporate body,
conference name, subject headings, keywords, class number, series name,
accession number or combination of any of two or more information regarding
the item.
DELNET: provides the delivery of individual books as and when required by
the Member Libraries and photocopies of journals articles that are publish in
Indian and foreign journals through its inter Library Loan / Document Delivery
Services.
http://164.100.247.17/ Login:-gjtmsub
Password:-tms2079
INDCAT: Online Union Catalogue of Indian Universities is unified Online
Library Catalogues of books, theses and journals available in major university
libraries in India. The union database contains bibliographic description, location
and holdings information for books, journals and theses in all subject areas
available in more than 157 university libraries across the country.
NUCSSI: National Union Catalogue of Scientific Serials in India (NUCSSI) is
the first indigenous database that serves as an ideal tool to access Journal
holdings information. Journals are the main source of Science and Technology
information. NUCSSI is a data repository of a large number of unique journal
titles and library holdings belonging to major universities, S&T institutions,
R&D units of industries, higher institutes like IISc, IITs and professional
institutes spread all over the country.
Other Library Catalogue: Includes International Library Catalogues, Union
Catalogue of Books, Union Catalogue of Journals and Union Catalogue of
Theses.

